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GVAX� immunotherapy for prostate cancer is comprised of two genetically modified prostate cancer cell
lines, CG1940 and CG8711, engineered to secrete granulocyte macrophage-colony-stimulating factor. As
part of the matrix of potency assays, CG1940 and CG8711 are tested for the expression level of cell surface
HER-2/neu using a quantitative flow cytometer assay. This assay reports the antibody binding capacity
value of the cells as a measure of HER-2/neu expression using cells immediately after thawing from
cryogenic storage. With optimized cell handling and staining procedure and appropriate system suit-
ability controls, the assay was validated as a quantitative assay. The validation results showed that assay
accuracy, specificity, precision, linearity, and range were suitable for the intended use of ensuring lot-to-
lot consistency of HER-2/neu expression. Assay robustness was demonstrated using design of experi-
ments that evaluated critical assay parameters. Finally, the assay was successfully transferred to a current
good manufacturing practice Quality Control laboratory in a separate facility. Since the overall precision
of this assay is better than that of ELISA methods and it can be performed with ease and high throughput,
quantitative flow cytometer-based assays may be an appropriate immunological assay platform for
Quality Control laboratories for characterization and release of cell-based therapies.

� 2009 The International Association for Biologicals. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Flow cytometry has been an indispensable tool for studying
biomarker expression and function in cells and numerous other
applications over the past several decades (for review, see [1]). In
recent years, it has also beenwidely used in the clinical diagnostic and
disease progression monitoring [2,3]. Coincident with its increased
use, numerous advancements have been made both to the instru-
ment hardware and analysis software of flow cytometry, rendering it
more reproducible, accurate, and user-friendly [4]. In addition, the
availability of many calibration standards and the software’s ability to
meet regulatory compliance requirements have made flow cytom-
etry an appealing addition to Quality Control’s analytical tool box.

GVAX� immunotherapy for prostate cancer is a whole cell
therapy comprised of two cell lines, CG1940 and CG8711 (for
review, see [5]), which has been evaluated in clinical trials in
lar; cGMP, current good
RSD, relative standard devia-
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prostate cancer patients [6]. CG1940 is derived from PC-3 cells that
have been genetically modified to stably express and secrete
human granulocyte macrophage-colony-stimulating factor (GM-
CSF) protein. CG8711 is derived from modified LNCaP cells also
expressing GM-CSF. The two products are manufactured separately,
formulated for cryogenic storage and irradiated to arrest cell
proliferation but maintain metabolic activity. The cryopreserved
products are thawed and administered intradermally at the clinic.
As part of lot release tests and stability studies, quantitative flow
cytometry assays were developed and validated. HER-2/neu is a cell
surface marker found on many tumor cells [7]. This marker was
chosen to be one of the cell surface markers to monitor because its
expression levels on CG1940 and CG8711 are sensitive to
manufacturing process conditions, making it a suitable for process
control and process validation purposes. A marked decrease in
HER-2/neu expression level has been observed with prolonged
process time (G. Banik, personal communication). The quantitative
flow cytometer-based assay reports both the percentage of the cells
that express HER-2/neu and the expression level of HER-2/neu per
cell. For product release and to set expiration date for the two
products, HER-2/neu expression must meet pre-defined specifica-
tions, which represented the lower end of three standard deviation
(SD) bound of the data obtained from about 10 manufactured lots,
as determined after consultation with regulatory agencies.
sevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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To quantify the expression level of surface HER-2/neu per cell,
the antibody binding capacity (ABC) of the cells was used. ABC is
defined as the number of antibody molecules bound per test
object when specific binding sites are saturated [8]. In each assay
CG1940 and CG8711 were removed from liquid nitrogen vapor-
phase storage and thawed quickly in a warm water bath. Cells
were immediately washed to remove cryoprotectants and stained
with the anti-HER-2/neu antibody without chemical fixation. The
number of HER-2/neu molecules expressed per cell, reported as
ABC values, was determined by comparing the fluorescent inten-
sity of bound phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated anti-HER-2/neu
antibody on cells to the fluorescent intensity of the Quantum
Simply Cellular (QSC) beads stained with the same PE conjugated
anti-HER-2/neu antibody. Every detail of the assay procedure was
carefully optimized to achieve the best precision possible while
keeping the assay both robust and easy to perform. The assay was
initially qualified on the FACScan instrument (Becton Dickinson,
San Jose, CA) and subsequently further optimized and then vali-
dated on the FACSCantoII (Becton Dickenson) equipped with
a high-throughput 96-well plate unit to streamline sample
handling. Validation of this assay followed regulatory guidance for
quantitative assays used to test the potency of therapeutic drugs
[9]. The assay performance characteristics, including accuracy,
specificity, precision, linearity, range, and robustness showed that
this assay is suitable for monitoring HER-2/neu expression levels
on current good manufacturing practice (cGMP) lots of CG1940
and CG8711. In addition, the assay was successfully transferred to
the cGMP Quality Control laboratory, located at a different site.
The data reported here demonstrate that flow cytometer-based
assays are suitable for testing therapeutic drugs under GMP
guidelines.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Reagents

Fetal bovine serum (FBS) and all base media were from
Hyclone (Logan, UT), L-Glutamine was from JRH (Lenexa, KS), and
penicillin and streptomycin from Invitrogen (San Diego, CA). All
reagents for cell staining, solutions for the flow cytometer
instrument and the BD� Cytometer Setup and Tracking Beads
were purchased from Becton Dickinson Immunocytometry
Systems (BDIS; San Jose, CA.). The PE-conjugated mouse anti-
human HER-2/neu was clone Neu 24.7, with a concentration of
5 mg/mL. To evaluate lot-to-lot variation of the PE-conjugated
anti-HER-2/neu antibody, multiple lots were analyzed by size
exclusion HPLC to confirm nearly a 1-to-1 PE-to-antibody ratio. A
qualification procedure was utilized to demonstrate comparable
performance of PE-conjugated antibody to the existing lot in
three independent assays prior to using the new lot of antibody.
The Sphero� Rainbow Calibration Particles, RCP-30-5A (8 peaks),
was from Spherotech (Lake Forest, IL). Based on the long-term
stability of these particles established by the manufacturer, they
were selected as the calibration system to establish appropriate
instrument settings before to using a new instrument for this
assay as well as to track daily instrument performance to ensure
optical alignment, fluorescence resolution and consistent fluo-
rescence intensity. The geometric mean of each peak was
monitored in every assay and was required to pass the pre-
defined limits before QSC or cell staining data could be analyzed.
New lots of these calibration particles were required to pass
a qualification procedure that empirically demonstrated equiva-
lence between old and new lots in three separate assays before
being used.
2.2. Cells

GVAX immunotherapy for prostate cancer (Cell Genesys, South
San Francisco, CA) consists of two prostate-cancer cell lines, LNCaP
and PC-3, which have been genetically modified with a recombi-
nant replication defective adeno-associated viral vector encoding
the human GM-CSF gene. The cells were cultured, harvested and
cryopreserved at a concentration of 5.0 � 107 cells/mL, followed by
g irradiation to stop cell proliferation and stored in the vapor phase
of liquid nitrogen until use. Jurkat, MCF-7, Hep-3B, OV-90, MRC-5
and KATO III cell lines were obtained from ATCC (Rockville, MD).
Jurkat and Hep-3B were maintained in RPMI-1640 with 10% FBS,
MCF-7, OV-90, and MRC-5 were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) with 10% FBS and KATO III in Iscove’s
Modified Dulbecco’s Medium (IMDM) with 20% FBS. All culture
media contained 1% L-glutamine and 1% penicillin/streptomycin
solution. These cells were cryopreserved at a concentration of
2 � 107 cells/mL prior to use.

2.3. Calibration beads

The qualified QSC beads were obtained from Bangs Laboratories
Inc. (Fisher, IN). Each set of QSC beads is consisted of four pop-
ulations of microbeads, each of which captures a specific amount of
mouse IgG molecules due to different levels of goat anti-mouse
antibody covalently bound onto the surface. A blank bead pop-
ulation was also utilized. Throughout the validation study, a single
lot of QSC beads (Lot 8021) containing the five bead populations
with ABC values of 0, 3380, 16286, 77868, and 385810 was used.
The ABC values were determined by the manufacturer. Prior to
using a new QSC lot in the assay, a new QSC lot would have to be
compared to the existing lot and show less than 5% difference in the
resulting ABC values.

2.4. Sample preparation for flow cytometry

Vials containing cells were thawed for 2 min in a 37 �C water
bath. One milliliter of each cell sample was transferred to another
container and slowly diluted with 10 mL phosphate-buffered saline
(DPBS) without Ca2þ and Mg2þ (SAFC Biosciences, Lenexa, KS)
containing 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA, from SAFC). Cells were
pelleted by centrifugation at 300 � g and the pellets were broken
up by flicking the tubes and re-suspended in 30 mL of DPBS with 1%
BSA by gently pipetting up and down 3–4 times. Because HER-2/
neu expression on the surface of GVAX cells was sensitive to
physical manipulation (unpublished results), the number of times
a cell pellet was washed and resuspended at each wash step was
defined and controlled in the assay procedures. The cells were then
adjusted to a final cell concentration of 2.5 � 106 cells/mL, and
a 200-mL aliquot was transferred into each of six wells of a 96-well
round-bottom plate, three as an unstained control and three for
specific antibody staining. To prepare the QSC beads, 25 mL of each
bead population were pooled prior to use, and 50 mL of the mixed
beads was added to 150 mL of DPBS with 1% BSA and transferred
into each of the two wells of the same 96-well plate containing the
cells. Cells and beads were pelleted by centrifuging the plate, and
the supernatant was aspirated using a 7-mm multichannel plate
aspirator manifold (V&P Scientific Inc., San Diego, CA). The PE-
conjugated anti-HER-2/neu antibody was diluted to 0.75 mg/mL for
the cell staining and 3.5 mg/mL for the QSC bead staining. The
concentrations utilized had previously been titrated to ensure
binding saturation. Cells and beads were stained with 100 mL of the
anti-HER-2/neu working solutions for 30 � 5 min in the dark at
2–8 �C and washed three times with 200 mL of cold DPBS with 1%
BSA. Cells and beads were re-suspended in 200 mL of cold DPBS
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with 1% BSA and left at 2–8 �C in the dark for at least 30 min for
antibody equilibration before acquisition by flow cytometry.

2.5. Sample preparation for image analysis

Cells were prepared and stained as per protocols above, except
that cells were also counterstained with 0.02 mg/mL Hoechst
33342 nucleic acid stain (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for 20 min at
room temperature. To obtain an optimal density of 10,000 objects
per well for image analysis, 100 mL of the cell suspension was
transferred to each well of a 96-well flat-bottom plate coated with
BD Cell-Tak� Cell and Tissue Adhesive (BD Bioscience, Bedford,
MA). Each population of the QSC beads was stained individually,
instead of as a mixture, and 100 mL of each bead population was
transferred to each well of the plate. Cells and QSC beads were
allowed to adhere to the plate for 30 min prior to image analysis.

2.6. Flow cytometry and ABC value determination

Geometric area and channel data from cells and beads were
collected using FACSCanto II� with High Throughput Sampler HTS
station (BDIS). The instrument was configured for PE excitation at
488 nm and the detection PMT 556LP dichroic mirror with a 585/42
band-pass filter. The results of acquired samples were displayed
and analyzed using BD FACSDiva� Software, version 6.0. Ten
thousand events per well was acquired. A linear regression curve
was constructed by plotting the acquired fluorescence intensities
from the QSC beads, expressed in geo mean area, against the
manufacture-assigned ABC values using an Excel spreadsheet
templatedQuickCaldprovided by Bangs Laboratories for each lot
of the QSC beads. The ABC value of each test article was then
determined by comparing its fluorescent intensity against the
standard curve. Every calculation formula in the QuickCal spread-
sheet was verified for mathematical accuracy and all spreadsheet
cells containing formulas were locked to prevent changes prior to
using it for calculating the ABC values in assay validation and by the
cGMP Quality Control laboratory.

2.7. High content image analysis

High Content Screening (HCS, also known as High Content
Analysis) was performed using the Cellomics ArrayScan 4.5 high-
content screening system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA)
which combined automated fluorescence microscopy with multi-
parameter quantitative image analysis. The Target Activation Assay
Algorithm was used for image acquisition. A total of 500 objects per
well were imaged using 20�/0.4NA objective. Nuclear staining by
Hoechst dye was detected in Channel one and used to identify valid
objects and define the surface area of each cell. Surface expression
levels of HER-2/neu were quantified with Channel two (with PE
light path 488ex > FITC dichroic > 570LPem). The exposure time was
4.611 ms for Channel one and 205.8 ms for Channel two. A Spot
Detector Assay Algorithm was used for bead image acquisition. A
total of 500 objects per well were imaged using the 10�/0.3NA
objective. Only Channel two was used for the QSC beads, with the
same exposure time as for cells. Fluorescence intensities of cells and
beads were reported in pixels.

2.8. Validation study design

2.8.1. Accuracy
Due to lack of a cellular reference with known HER-2/neu

expression, the assay accuracy of the flow cytometer assay was
inferred by a combination of orthogonal methods. First, taking
advantage of the QSC beads with certified ABC values, the recovery
of the ABC value for each bead population was used to indicate the
assay accuracy. Second, by utilizing several cell lines with known
relative HER-2/neu expression, the correlation between the
measured ABC values and the expression level estimated by an
orthogonal method, the Cellomics High-Resolution Cellular
Imaging system, was evaluated. The cell lines evaluated included
MCF-7, Hep-3B, OV-90, MRC-5 and KATO III cells, in addition to
CG1940 and CG8711, since the tested cell lines are known to have
HER-2/neu expression levels that are likely to be within the cali-
bration range of the QSC beads. A good correlation between the
readouts from the two platforms for both QSC and cell samples
would imply a high level of accuracy; therefore, the acceptance
criterion for coefficient of correlation (r) was set as �0.80 for QSC
beads and �0.70 for cells. These acceptance criteria were selected
as the minimally acceptable indication for the assay’s ability to
distinguish product lots with HER-2/neu expression above or below
the specification. A lower value was assigned to cells since the cell
lines had only high or low HER-2/neu expression levels, unlike QSC
beads, which have ABC values evenly spaced across the detectable
range and because the cell samples tended to have higher variation
than QSC beads. Third, CG1940 and CG8711 cells were stained with
serially diluted PE-conjugated anti-HER-2/neu antibody to generate
cells with a reduced amount of bound antibody, mimicking cells
with less HER-2/neu expression. The relationship between the
measured ABC values and the staining antibody titers that were
below the saturation concentration further inferred assay accuracy.

2.8.2. Specificity
The assay specificity was demonstrated by the ability of the

HER-2/neu antibody to distinguish different levels of HER-2/neu
expressed on various cell lines, including Jurkat cells, a T-cell
leukemia cell line (ATCC, clone E6-1) that does not express HER-2/
neu (unpublished results).

2.8.3. Precision
The assay precision was evaluated at three levels. The repeat-

ability precision was determined in two aspects: one for the trip-
licate wells of the same sample preparation and another for the
duplicate vials from the same lot of final product. The intermediate
precision was calculated based on the ABC results from six exper-
iments performed by two analysts over three assays, with each
assay testing two lots each of CG8711 and CG1940. Reproducibility
was evaluated by comparing the intermediate precision of one
laboratory to that of another laboratory using the same lots of cells.
The acceptance criterion for precision was that the relative stan-
dard deviation (RSD) for all results must be lower than 10%. This
precision cutoff value was selected based the assay capability
required to detect and reject CG1940 and CG8711 lots with HER-2/
neu expression levels below specification.

2.8.4. Linearity and range
The assay linearity and range were assessed using the QSC beads

by comparing the back-calculated ABC value of each bead pop-
ulation to their respective ABC values supplied by the vendor in six
independent assays. To meet acceptance criteria, the recoveries of
the back-calculated ABC values for the beads were required to be
within 75–120%, based on assay development data, and the coef-
ficient of determination (R2) had to be greater than or equal to 0.90
(this value was chosen because of the log transformation of the data
involved in back calculation).

2.8.5. Robustness
The first step in the evaluation of assay robustness was to

identify potential critical assay parameters and group them into
different categories based on initial assay development studies,



Fig. 1. Correlation between the Cellomics imaging method and ABC determination by
flow cytometer. (A) CG8711 stained with decreasing amounts of anti-HER2/neu
antibody. Correlation factor ¼ 1.00. (B) CG1940 stained with decreasing amounts of
anti-HER2/neu antibody. Correlation factor ¼ 0.99. (C) Various cell lines with different
HER2/neu expression: 6: CG1940; >: CG8711; ,: MRC-5; B: KATO III; C: OV-90; -:
MCF-7; þ: Hep 3B. Correlation factor ¼ 0.86. The solid line in each panel represents the
linear regression line and the two flanking dotted lines indicate the 95% confidence
interval of the regression line.
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their potential interaction, and the feasibility of performing the
designed experiment with a reasonable sample load that was
similar to actual assay conditions. A high and a low value for the
each parameter to cover the operational range specified in the
assay protocol were defined. For a highly critical factor such as
antibody staining time, a linear range with multiple time points
were used to better assess the impact of the parameter on assay
readout. The range of each evaluated parameter is described in
Section 3. The Custom Design of Experiment function of the JMP
software (SAS, San Jose, CA) was used to design the robustness
experiments and its multi-variance analysis function (Fit Model)
was used analyze data. The criterion for robustness was that the
tested parameter should have either no statistical significance
(p value >0.05) or no practical significant impact on the final
results. Lack of practical significance could be established when the
RSD between the results from the high and low ends of the tested
range was smaller than the assay variation defined by RSD from the
precision study.

2.9. Statistical analysis of data

All statistical analyses were performed using JMP software (SAS,
San Jose, CA), version 7.0.

3. Results

3.1. Accuracy

Since an established cell reference standard with a known
amount of HER-2/neu molecules has not been identified, multiple
orthogonal approaches were evaluated to establish assay accuracy.
The initial approach was to verify the different ABC values on the
QSC standard beads by the Cellomics’s high content image analysis
system. This method is orthogonal to the flow cytometry method
and is widely used for quantitative purposes for subcellular events
[10–13]. The readouts from the Cellomics’s pixel values correlated
well with ABC values determined by the flow assay, with a coeffi-
cient of correlation of r ¼ 0.98 (data not shown). Next, the corre-
lation between the two methods was evaluated for cell samples
using two approaches. First, staining with serially diluted anti-
bodies was utilized to mimic differential antigen expression. The
differentially stained cells were then assessed by Cellomics and
FACSCanto II systems. The coefficients of correlation for the two
methods were 0.99 for CG1940 and 1.0 for CG8711 (Fig. 1A and B).
Second, based on reported qualitative differential HER-2/neu
expression levels, seven different cell lines (Table 1) were selected
for evaluation using the two assay systems. The coefficient of
correlation between the two systems for these seven cell lines was
0.86 (Fig. 1C). Both tests passed the acceptance criterion for cell
staining (coefficient of correlation, r, must be larger than or equal to
0.70). Given the correlation between these two orthogonal
methods and the assay precision, linearity and specificity (pre-
sented below), the accuracy of this quantitative flow cytometer
assay in measuring cell surface marker expression can be inferred.

3.2. Repeatability precision

Repeatability was evaluated for well-to-well (replicate) repeat-
ability and vial-to-vial (sample preparation) repeatability. The well-
to-well repeatability was determined from the readings from three
replicate wells of the same sample preparation. The vial-to-vial
repeatability was determined from the readings of two vials rep-
resenting independently processed (i.e., thawed, diluted, stained,
washed) samples of the same lot. The RSD for well-to-well and vial-
to-vial repeatability ranged from 0.2% to 2.1% for CG1940, and from
0.2% to 3.6% for CG8711. The RSD of the duplicate sample results
from each assay ranged from 0.2% to 2.7% for CG1940 HER-2/neu,
and from 0.0% to 4.6% for CG8711 HER-2/neu (Fig. 2). All data met
the predefined acceptance criterion for the assay validation (RSD
must be lower than 10%).



Table 1
Cell lines with different expression levels of HER-2/neu.

Cell line Description HER-2/neu level

CG1940 [27,28] Prostate carcinoma Low
CG8711 [28] Prostate carcinoma High
Hep 3B [29] Hepatocellular carcinoma Mid
KATO III [30] Gastric carcinoma High
MCF-7 [31,32] Breast carcinoma High
MRC-5 [33] Normal fibroblast Mid
OV-90 [34,35] Ovarian carcinoma Low

Fig. 2. Distribution of RSD for repeatability (A) RSD values for well-to-well repeatability (calc
from duplicate vials). The study was conducted by two analysts over the course of 3 days. Eve
by independently mixing five bead populations of the same lot) to measure the effect of var
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3.3. Intermediate precision

The intermediate precision was evaluated at three levels: overall
intermediate precision, day-to-day precision and analyst-to-
analyst precision. The overall intermediate precision was evaluated
using the RSD from the combined results from three independent
assays conducted by each of the two analysts (N ¼ 6). The day-to-
day variability was determined by the RSD over 3 days (N ¼ 3) for
each analyst. The analyst-to-analyst variability was evaluated by
RSD between the mean results of the two analysts.
ulated from triplicate wells) and (B) RSD values for vial-to-vial repeatability (calculated
ry assay used two lots each of CG1940 and CG8711 and two QSC preparations (prepared
iables such as production lots of the cell sample and QSC preparations on repeatability.



Table 2B
Intermediate precision. Analyst-to-analyst variation for CG1940 and CG8711 results.

Lot QSC Prep Analyst 1 Analyst 2 Mean SD RSD (%)

CG1940
1 1 48447 53522 50984 3588 7.0
1 2 48278 53264 50771 3526 6.9
2 1 56590 61295 58943 3327 5.6
2 2 56375 61003 58689 3273 5.6

CG8711
1 1 125976 121249 123613 3342 2.7
1 2 124918 120729 122824 2963 2.4
2 1 95526 92913 94220 1848 2.0
2 2 94702 92551 93626 1521 1.6
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An acceptable intermediate precision has been demonstrated
for the assay (Table 2A). The RSD for overall intermediate precision
(variation across days and analysts) was less than 7% for CG1940
and less than 4% for CG8711. The RSD for day-to-day variation after
averaging the results from two analysts was less than 4% for
CG1940, and less than 3% for CG8711. The analyst-to-analyst vari-
ation was initially assessed by ANOVA to detect analyst specific bias.
A statistically significant difference was found in most, but not all,
cases between the analysts. For CG1940, the results of Analyst 2
were higher than those of Analyst 1, while for CG8711, the results of
Analyst 2 were lower than those of Analyst 1. The extent of the
analyst-to-analyst variation was evaluated by RSD between the
mean results of Analyst 1 and 2. The largest RSD was 7.0% for
CG1940 and 2.7% for CG8711 (Table 2B). All results met the accep-
tance criteria of RSD �10%.
3.4. Reproducibility

Inter-laboratory precision was studied after the assay transfer
from the Assay Development (AD) laboratory in South San Francisco,
CA to Quality Control (QC) laboratory in Hayward, CA. The assay was
performed by two QC analysts over the course of 3 days in the QC
laboratory. The ABC values of the same CG1940 and CG8711 lots
obtained from the QC and AD laboratories were compared (Fig. 3).
There was no statistically significant difference between the labo-
ratories. In addition, the largest RSD for the well-to-well repeat-
ability precision was 2.3% for CG1940, 4.2% for CG8711; the largest
RSD for the vial-to-vial repeatability precision was 2.1% for CG1940
and 4.5% for CG8711 in QC results. Both are comparable to the results
obtained in the AD laboratory. Between the analysts, the largest
inter-day RSD was 2.0% for CG1940 and 3.9% for CG8711. The inter-
analyst RSD was 1.1% for CG1940 and 0.6% for CG8711. Therefore, the
QC laboratory demonstrated comparable intermediate precision to
that of the AD laboratory. Taken together, good reproducibility was
demonstrated for the assay.
3.5. Linearity

Linearity was evaluated as the recovery of ABC value for each
individual QSC bead population, which served as a surrogate
Table 2A
Intermediate precision. Overall results of CG1940 and CG8711.

Lot QSC Prep Analyst Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Mean (3 days) SD (3 days)

CG1940
1 1 1 50195 48522 46625 48447 1786
1 1 2 55981 52764 51820 53522 2181
1 2 1 50372 48697 45765 48278 2332
1 2 2 54939 53187 51667 53264 1637
Mean for Lot 1 52872 50792 48969 50878 1953
2 1 1 58015 57068 54688 56590 1714
2 1 2 63965 60160 59761 61295 2320
2 2 1 58193 57233 53698 56375 2367
2 2 2 62837 60590 59581 61003 1667
Mean for Lot 2 60752 58763 56932 54406 1911

CG8711
1 1 1 123624 125606 128699 125976 2558
1 1 2 118251 122394 123104 121249 2621
1 2 1 123063 124212 127481 124918 2292
1 2 2 116059 122025 124102 120729 4175
Mean for Lot 1 120249 123559 125846 123218 2814
2 1 1 96794 93057 96728 95526 2139
2 1 2 88552 96077 94109 92913 3903
2 2 1 96338 91901 95867 94702 2437
2 2 2 86906 95842 94904 92551 4911
Mean for Lot 2 92147 94219 95402 110198 1647

The mean values are in bold.
sample. The recoveries and precision of the back calculated values
for each bead population as well as the linear regression between
the expected and observed values across the range defined by the
QSC beads were studied against the pre-set criteria. The results
demonstrated acceptable levels of linearity in assays performed by
two analysts across three days. The recoveries of the back-calcu-
lated ABC values for the beads ranged from 81.7% to 120.0%,
meeting the pre-set acceptance criterion of 75%–120%. The expec-
ted values plotted against the observed value (Fig. 4) gave an R2

value of 1.00 for both QSC preparations.

3.6. Range

The range of the assay was defined by the ABC values from the
lowest to the highest bead population. As shown in Section 3.5,
acceptable levels of recovery and precision (with the largest RSD for
repeatability being 3.4%) were demonstrated for the ABC range of
3880–385,810 for the QSC bead, lot 8021, which encompassing the
expected ABC values for CG8711 (80,000–130,000) and CG1940
(40,000–70,000).

3.7. Specificity

Specificity was verified by staining cell lines known to have
different levels of HER-2/neu expression. Jurkat cells, a T-cell
leukemia cell line, were employed as the negative cell line for the
marker, and no ABC value was detected for HER-2/neu on Jurkat
%RSD (3 days) Overall mean (N ¼ 6) Overall SD (N ¼ 6) Overall %RSD (N ¼ 6)

3.7 50984 3302 6.5
4.1
4.8 50771 3272 6.4
3.1
3.8
3.0 58943 3157 5.4
3.8
4.2 58689 3127 5.3
2.7
3.5

2.0 123613 3474 2.8
2.2
1.8 122824 3787 3.1
3.5
2.3
2.2 94220 3158 3.4
4.2
2.6 93626 3662 3.9
5.3
1.5



Fig. 3. Reproducibility of HER-2/neu Expression. (A) Results of ABC value for CG1940
sample. (B) Results for CG8711 sample.

Fig. 4. Correlation between the Expected and the Observed ABC Values for QSC Beads.
(A) Results of QSC bead preparation 1. (B) Results of QSC bead preparation 2.

Fig. 5. Specificity of ABC measurement. Results shown are average of three readings.
The standard deviations are indicated by the error bars.
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(Fig. 5). HER-2/neu’s presence on both CG1940 and CG8711 was
confirmed by ABC values (>40,000), well above unstained CG1940
and CG8711 cells (<10,000, Fig. 5). These results demonstrate
specific binding of anti-HER-2/neu antibody to HER-2/neu on
CG1940 and CG8711.

3.8. Robustness

Factors evaluated for robustness (Table 3) were studied in six
sets of experiments, including a side-by-side comparison of QSC
preparations, an antibody incubation time course and four sets of
experiments designed by Design of Experiment (DOE) using JMP
software.

3.8.1. QSC preparations
Because QSC beads were mixed immediately before use in each

assay, variations between bead preparations were examined. The
experiment was conducted by two analysts over 3 days. First, Matched
Pair analysis (JMP 6.0) was conducted to compare the ABC values of the
same sample calculated using two QSC standard curves. There was
a statistical significant difference for the values of CG1940 HER-2/neu
(p¼ 0.0010) and CG8711 HER-2/neu (p< 0.0001) (Fig. 6A). However,
the actual difference in ABC readout between the preparations was
small and the largest RSD were 1.3% for both cell lines, thus such
a difference was not considered as practically significant.

3.8.2. Antibody incubation time
The effect of antibody incubation time on the ABC determina-

tion was studied in a time course from 25 to 35 min. No statistically
significant trend was seen for CG8711 (p ¼ 0.2668); however,
a significant reduction in ABC values at the longer incubation time
was confirmed for CG1940 (Fig. 6B), where the RSD between the



Table 3
Factors and their ranges tested in the robustness study.

Assay parameter Conditions specified in assay procedure Conditions evaluated

QSC preparation One Two
Number of cells per reaction 40000 to 60000 35000 and 65000
Thaw/stain/wash manipulation Mixing 4� after centrifugation, 2� for staining,

1� during 2nd wash, 2� after 4th wash
Mixing 4� �1� after centrifugation, 2� �1� for staining,
1� �1� during 2nd wash, 2� �1� after 4th wash

Post-stain acquisition time Between 30 and 130 min Comparing 20 vs. 150 min
Plate to plate variation One plate Two plates
Age of FACS buffer Freshly prepared Fresh vs. 30 days
Age of working stain solutions Freshly prepared Fresh vs. 30 h
Temperature 2–4 �C Room temp. vs. 2–4 �C
Light exposure No Yes vs. no
Hold time, post thaw �60 min 30 (minimal actual processing time) vs. 90 min
Hold time, pre-stain �60 min 30 (minimal actual processing time) vs. 90 min
Antibody incubation time 30 � 5 min 20–40 min
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mean ABC values at the 25 and 35 minute incubation time in this
experiment was 6.5%, smaller than the largest intermediate preci-
sion of the assay (7.0%). Therefore, although the incubation time
was a statistically significant factor for the ABC determination for
CG1940, the range of 25–35 min was considered robust for the
assay.

3.8.3. Stability of the cell lines after thaw and after wash
The post-thaw and -wash stability study examined the effect of

sample storage time, 0–3 h on ice before antibody staining, on the
surface ABC expression. Two conditions were independently
examined: (1) delayed processing after thaw but before wash, and
(2) delayed processing after wash but before staining.

The study showed a product-dependent loss of expression
(Fig. 7). CG8711 appeared to be sensitive to the storage time with
Fig. 6. Robustness of QSC preparations and antibody incubation time. (A) Matched-pair analy
values under a time course study of antibody incubation for CG1940.
a bigger loss of HER-2/neu expression with longer storage both
after thaw (13%, p < 0.0001) as well as after wash (6%, p < 0.0001).
In contrast, CG1940 showed a minimal loss of HER-2/neu expres-
sion over the tested holding time. To minimize variability in
determining the expression level of HER-2/neu, the hold time post
thaw and post wash was specified to be within 1 h.

3.8.4. DOE 1 for cell density, mixing and dispersion, and hold time
The effect of cell density during staining, the number of mixing

steps and dispersion of cell suspension during cell staining and
wash, and holding time after completion of staining the cells with
antibody was studied in the first set of DOE experiments. Because
two plates and two QSC preparations were used for the testing, the
plate-to-plate and QSC bead’s preparation-to-preparation effects
were also evaluated (Table 4). Although many factors exhibited
sis for the ABC values generated from two independent QSC bead preparations. (B) ABC



Table 4
Summary of robustness study results.

Experiment Cell line Factor p Value Statistically
significant?
(If yes, RSD
between
conditions)

DOE1 CG1940 Cells per reaction 0.0773 No
Thaw/stain/wash
manipulation

<0.0001 Yes (1.9%)

Post-stain acquisition
time

0.9548 No

Plate 0.0084 Yes (0.6%)
QSC preparation 0.0417 Yes (0.4%)

CG8711 Cells per reaction 0.4184 No
Thaw/stain/wash
manipulation

0.0345 Yes (0.6%)

Post-stain acquisition
time

<0.0001 Yes (2.4%)

Plate 0.0004 Yes (1.4%)
QSC preparation 0.0197 Yes (0.7%)

DOE2 CG1940 FACS buffer age 0.0699 No
Stain solutions age 0.0045 Yes (1.3%)
QSC preparation 0.8423 No

CG8711 FACS buffer age <0.0001 Yes (2.5%)
Stain solutions age 0.7103 No
QSC preparation 0.9646 No

DOE 3 CG1940 Temperature <0.0001 Yes (5.0%)
Light exposure <0.0001 Yes (2.8%)

CG8711 Temperature <0.0001 Yes (5.8%)
Light exposure 0.0333 Yes (1.9%)

DOE4 CG1940 Hold time post thaw 0.2894 No
Hold time pre-stain 0.0003 Yes (1.4%)
QSC preparation 0.7931 No

CG8711 Hold time post thaw <0.0001 Yes (3.6%)
Hold time pre-stain 0.3662 No
QSC preparation 0.8616 No
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statistical significance, the magnitude of the differences (reported
as RSD) was small. Therefore, we concluded that none of the factors
tested were practically significant, and the assays were robust
within the range of the conditions tested.

3.8.5. DOE 2 for stability of reagents
The second DOE assessed the short-term stability of critical

assay reagents. Because two preparations of QSC beads were used
in the experiment, the effect of QSC preparations was also evalu-
ated (Table 4). The storage times for the stain solution and FACS
buffer were statistically significant for both cell lines but the
magnitude of effect (reported as RSD) was small. Thus, no practical
significance was observed for the short term stability of the
reagents tested in the experiment.

3.8.6. DOE 3 for temperature and exposure to light
The effects of staining temperature and exposure to light were

studied in the third DOE. As shown in Table 4, staining temperature
and light condition were statistically significant factors, with
a consistent and significant decrease in ABC values when the
staining procedure was performed at the room temperature. In
addition, there was a consistent increase in ABC values when the
staining procedure was performed under full room light. However,
the magnitude of the differences was smaller than the largest
reported intermediate precision for CG1940 or CG8711 and,
therefore, although the normal staining procedure requires incu-
bating on ice and in dark, deviation from that procedure is not
expected to significantly alter the assay outcome.
Fig. 7. Effect of prolonged storage post thaw and wash for HER-2/neu expression on
CG1940 and CG8711. (A) CG1940 post-thaw stability. (B) CG1940 post-wash stability,
(C) CG8711 post-thaw stability. (D) CG8711 post-wash stability.
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3.8.7. DOE 4 for hold time at various steps
The effect of hold time between the thawing and the first

centrifugation steps, and hold time between the second dilution
and the staining steps was examined in the last set of DOE exper-
iment. Two preparations of QSC beads were tested in the experi-
ment, so the effect of QSC preparation was also evaluated. Neither
of the factors produced practical significant differences between
the low and high ends of the hold time (Table 4), and the assay was
therefore considered sufficiently robust for these factors.

4. Discussion

Flow cytometry has been used in clinical laboratories for many
decades as a diagnostic tool in hematology and hematopathology,
and guidelines for assay standardization and validation to ensure
the data quality for clinical diagnostic applications are well docu-
mented [14–19]. Only certain aspects of the same standardization
approaches could be used for our products because, unlike CG1940
and CG8711, clinical specimens typically have significant changes in
biomarker expression level and frequency between test (e.g., cells
from diseased patients) and control (e.g., healthy patients) samples
[20]. For the purposes of lot release and stability studies of a whole
cell immunotherapy, the flow cytometer assay can be expected to
detect a narrower range of antigen expression levels. Quantification
of the biomarker expression level on clinical samples is typically
limited to qualitative descriptions of ‘‘dim’’, ‘‘moderate’’, and
‘‘bright’’ staining. In more recent years, efforts have been made to
translate these descriptive terms to quantitative terms such as
molecules of equivalent soluble fluorochrome (MESF) or antibody
binding capacity (ABC) through the use of bead-based calibration
systems. However, to our knowledge no quantitative flow cytom-
eter assays that measure the biomarker expression at cellular level
with high accuracy and precision, and thus serve the purpose of
ensuring that the expression levels of samples meet a pre-defined
narrow range, have been reported.

The biggest challenge of validating this quantitative flow
cytometry assay was the design of the accuracy study because of
the lack of established cellular references with known amounts of
HER-2/neu expression, as well as the absence of a well-recognized
orthogonal quantitative method. Many ideas were considered
while searching for scientifically sound approaches to determine
assay accuracy. Unlike the assays that determine frequency of
expression-positive cells, the distribution of biomarker expression
within a cell population does not lend itself to mixing studies
wherein HER-2/neu-positive cells are mixed with HER-2/neu-
negative cells to demonstrate assay accuracy. In addition, cell
surface antigen expression could not be manipulated by indepen-
dent means (e.g., addition of known amounts of the soluble HER-2/
neu protein). Using genetic manipulation to alter the HER-2/neu
expression level, such as using anti-sense RNA to inhibit HER-2/neu
protein synthesis, was considered but not pursued because it would
not produce cells with known specific amounts of HER-2/neu, i.e., it
could not routinely produce a known reference standard. Immu-
nological methods such as Western blotting and ELISA of cell lysate
had the shortcoming of not being able to distinguish between the
cell surface and intracellular HER-2/neu. The Mesoscale Discovery
(MSD) electrochemiluminescence detection system (Gaithersburg,
MD) was evaluated by loading the whole cells onto the carbon base
of the wells and staining with anti-HER-2 antibody. Although the
preliminary results are encouraging (data not shown), this system
cannot provide population distribution information and thus was
only suitable for expression levels and not percent-positive data.
Therefore, the Cellomics system which provided quantitative
readout of individual cells [10–13] was selected as the orthogonal
method to the flow cytometer. The ability of the Cellomics system
to serve as a suitable orthogonal method to flow cytometry was
verified using several approaches, including QSC beads, differential
staining, and the use of multiple different cell lines with known
relative amounts of HER-2/neu expression. The correlation
between the results generated by the quantitative flow cytometry
assay and the Cellomics imaging system demonstrated the suit-
ability of this approach for ascertaining assay accuracy.

The ABC readout for quantifying the HER-2/neu expression level
on the cell surface was selected. This method compares the cell
surface staining to that on QSC beads that were conjugated with
known amounts of goat anti-mouse antibody. This system offers
the advantage of using the same antibody fluorochrome conjugate
on both the QSC beads and the cell surface and exposing them to
the same staining conditions, including pH, ionic strength, and light
exposure. Minor variation in antibody conjugation or fluorochrome
signal strength would not have a significant impact on final results
since this system relies on relative comparison. Because HER-2/neu
is typically not expressed profusely on cell surfaces, interference
with binding because of the size of fluorochrome-conjugated
antibody was not a concern. PE was selected as the fluorochrome
for the detection antibody because of its brightness, stability and
resistance to self-quenching. The linear titration results of
decreasing anti-HER-2/neu antibody confirmed that the use of PE
conjugated antibody for this assay was appropriate.

Robustness of the defined ranges for critical assay steps is
usually evaluated in typical validation studies by testing a slightly
wider range than the parameters defined in the assay protocol.
Both practical and statistical considerations were used to interpret
the results from the robustness studies. None of the conditions
tested or their interaction caused a practical difference in the ABC
values of the sample, although some conditions did have a statis-
tically significant, albeit small, impact. Such factors, including light
exposure and antibody incubation time, can be controlled by the
procedure. Therefore, this assay was robust within its defined
operational ranges. Reproducibility of flow cytometer-based assays
was reported as a common concern for comparing results from
multiple laboratories [21]. A good instrument calibrator is critical
not only for ensuring long-term assay performance but especially
for assay transfer to other laboratories. Our results indicated an
acceptable level of inter-laboratory variation as compared to
reported values from other laboratories [21]. The use of Rainbow
beads likely helped to reduce the inter-laboratory difference in
instrument settings, which has previously been reported [22,23].

The precision of this assay was evaluated by replication of
samples and experiments. Assay precision (the highest RSD is <7%)
was within the range of immunological assays and was typical or
better than ELISA assays, which have reported RSDs between 10%
and 15% [24–26]. In addition to the HER-2/neu assay, we also have
developed and validated flow cytometry assays for quantifying the
expression level of CD13 on CG1940. The validation conclusion for
the CD13 assay was similar to that of the HER-2/neu assay in terms
of accuracy, precision, linearity, range, and robustness (data not
shown). The successful validation demonstrates that quantitative
flow cytometer assays could be a reliable quantitative platform for
measuring antigen expression on cell therapy products.
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